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ABSTRACT: The pandemic caused by severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has lasted for almost 2
years. Stemming its spread has posed severe challenges for clinical
virus detection. A long turnaround time, complicated operation,
and low accuracy have become bottlenecks in developing detection
techniques. Adopting a direct antigen detection strategy, we
developed a fast-responding and quantitative capacitive aptasensor
for ultratrace nucleocapsid protein detection based on a low-cost
microelectrode array (MEA) chip. Employing the solid−liquid
interface capacitance with a sensitivity of picofarad level, the tiny
change on the MEA surface can be deﬁnitively detected. As a
result, the limit of detection reaches an ultralow level of femtogram
per milliliter in diﬀerent matrices. Integrated with eﬃcient microﬂuidic enrichment, the response time of this sensor from the sample
to the result is shortened to 15 s, completely meeting the real-time detection demand. Moreover, the wide linear range of the sensor
is from 10−5 to 10−2 ng/mL, and a high selectivity of 6369:1 is achieved. After application and evaluation in diﬀerent environmental
and body ﬂuid matrices, this sensor and the detection method have proved to be a label-free, real-time, easy-to-operate, and speciﬁc
strategy for SARS-CoV-2 screening and diagnosis.

■

INTRODUCTION
Beginning in December 2019, a series of serious pneumonia
cases were reported.1 Named as COVID-19, this infectious
disease has struck most countries in the world, infecting more
than 220 million individuals and killing more than 2.7 million
to date.2 COVID-19 is still uncontrollable and has become the
most serious global plague in this century. Similar to all the
other pandemics, pathogen determination is the ﬁrst and vital
step for clinical diagnosis. Therefore, rapid, accurate, and
speciﬁc detection of severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and its biomarkers is urgently
needed.3,4
To date, the dominant technique in clinical practice for
SARS-CoV-2 detection is polymerase chain reaction (PCR)based nucleic acid testing (NAT).5−7 When NATs are
performed, complicated operations are necessary, such as
cycles of ampliﬁcation and reverse transcription, leading to a
test time of at least several hours.8 Nonetheless, a number of
false-negative results from NATs have been reported, with an
estimated accuracy of only 30−50% for laboratory-conﬁrmed
COVID-19 cases.9 Another multicenter U.S. study has
demonstrated that the accuracy rate of NATs can be as low
as 82%, even for symptomatic patients.10 Unsurprisingly, it has
been veriﬁed that the number of real infected cases in the U.S.
is much greater than the number of cases NATs can diagnose.7
© 2022 American Chemical Society

In fact, false negatives from initial PCR tests may occur up to
54% of the time when virus concentrations are not high in the
upper respiratory tracts of the virus carriers.11 In addition,
around 10−30% of infectors are found to be asymptomatic
carriers,12 and infectiousness can peak before symptom
onset.13 Therefore, recognition of SARS-CoV-2 at low
concentrations needs to be greatly improved. To improve
the reliability of laboratory diagnosis, SARS-CoV-2-speciﬁc
antibody detection is often used as an auxiliary means to
NATs. It is known that various types of antibodies always
appear after viral antigens become present in the infected
bodies. As a result, the accuracy of antibody-dependent
diagnosis is not good (about 40%), even within 7 days of
symptom onset.14,15 Therefore, antibody detection is not
reliable enough, especially in the beginning of the disease
course.
To overcome the technological limitations in COVID-19
screening and diagnosis, emerging technologies have also been
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low LODs of femtogram per milliliter levels are achieved in
diﬀerent matrices. Simultaneously, target enrichment is
realized via microﬂuidic eﬀects during the capacitance test
process, leading to an extremely short response time of 15 s.
Also, a wide linear range from 10−5 to 10−2 ng/mL is achieved.
This aptasensor and its detection method provide a
competitive solution for real-time and low-cost screening and
diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2.

reported, such as CRISPR-based methods with a shorter
turnaround time of 40 min,16 but complicated genetic
sequencing is still necessary for these methods. To realize a
nonsequencing diagnosis, strategies of protein antigen
detection have gained increasing attention due to their simple
detection mechanisms.6,17,18 Nucleocapsid (N-) protein is a
structural protein that helps perform viral RNA replication,
assembly, and release.19 It is much more abundant in the
human body than virion itself, even at the beginning of
infection. More importantly, N-protein has been veriﬁed to be
much more stable during virus mutation20 and more abundant
compared with spike protein, another important antigen in
SARS-CoV-2 diagnosis.21 Therefore, N-protein is regarded as a
good biomarker for early SARS-CoV-2 infection22 and variant
infection diagnosis.6,20−22
For speciﬁc detection of N-protein, the common probes for
target recognition are antibodies23−25 and aptamers.26−28
Antibodies are traditional probes applied for immune
recognition, but the costs of screening, production, and
preservation are much higher than those of chemical synthetic
aptamers. With advantages on molecular stability, adjustable
aﬃnity, and batch consistency, aptamers are more suitable for
developing low-cost sensors for large-scale applications.28,29 To
date, immunoassays for N-protein are mostly reported due to
the availability of antibodies,24,25,30−32 although it is encouraging that researchers have recently focused on aptasensor
development.27,33 Based on the traditional sensing methods,
such as ELISA and electrochemistry, the lowest limit of
detection (LOD) of the abovementioned assays is 6.25 pg/
mL.32 At the same time, the shortest turnaround time is not
satisﬁed (about 1 h) due to the lack of eﬃcient techniques for
target enrichment.25
Based on a microelectrode array (MEA) chip modiﬁed with
a speciﬁc aptamer, we developed a microﬂuidics-coupled
capacitive sensor for trace N-protein detection in both
phosphate-buﬀered saline (PBS) and practical samples. The
conceptual illustration of the sensor, the measurement system,
and N-protein capturing is shown in Figure 1. Utilizing the
solid−liquid interface capacitance as an ultrasensitive indicator,

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Reagents and Samples. An aptamer for SARS-CoV-2 Nprotein with a sequence of GCT GGA TGT CGC TTA CGA
CAA TAT TCC TTA GGG GCA CCG CTA CAT TGA CAC
ATC CAG C28 and a scrambled single-stranded nucleic acid of
TCG CGC GAG TCG TCT GGG GAC AGG GAG TGC
GCT GCT CCC CCC GCA TCG TCC TCC C were
synthesized by Sangon Biotech (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., China,
both being 5′-amino modiﬁed. The platelet-derived growth
factor (PDGF)-BB and histone (HT) of the calf thymus were
also ordered from Sangon. The recombinant N-protein
(purity: >95%) expressed by the prokaryotic system with the
host of Escherichia coli was provided by Cellregen Life Science
Technology Co., Ltd., China. The corresponding sodium
dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDSPAGE) result of this protein is presented in Figure S1. The
recombinant spike protein (SP) was also bought from
CellReGen. The peptidoglycan (PGN) was purchased from
Nanjing Duly Biotechnology Co., Ltd., China. The human
immunoglobulin G (IgG) and albumin (AB) were purchased
from Hefei Bomei Biotechnology Co. Ltd., China. The pooled
human serum and plasma were bought from Guangzhou
Hongquan Biological Technology Co., Ltd., China. The saliva
for sensor recalibration was pooled using samples from three
healthy volunteers without respiratory or oral infection. The
blocker of 6-mercapto-1-hexanol (6-MCH) was bought from
Aladdin Biotechnology Co., Ltd., China. The aptamer and 6MCH were both diluted in 0.05× PBS with concentrations of
2.5 μM and 1 mM, respectively.
The N-protein and six interferences (PGN, PDGF-BB, IgG,
AB, SP, and HT) diluted in 0.1× PBS had a series of
concentrations with a 10-fold increase from 10−5 to 10−2 ng/
mL. The tap water was 1:1 diluted in 0.2× PBS to make the
conductivity close to 0.1× PBS, and this medium was used to
obtain the following spiked samples in tap water. The serum,
plasma, saliva, and the tap water were all ﬁrst spiked with Nprotein to obtain an initial concentration of 10 ng/mL. Then,
these samples were centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 5 min and
diluted with 0.1× PBS to obtain the N-protein concentration
from 10−5 to 10−2 ng/mL. The corresponding six backgrounds
were prepared using the blank matrices, which are 1:1000
diluted with 0.1× PBS.
Nine throat swab-collected saliva samples were from the
above three volunteers, and every volunteer had samples
collected from them three times on diﬀerent days. The volume
of each saliva sample was about 0.1 mL. After collection, the
swabs were dripped with a 1 μL N-protein solution of 10 ng/
mL in 0.1× PBS to simulate positive clinical samples. These
swabs were then soaked in 0.1× PBS of 1 mL for 5 min; the
theoretical maximum of N-protein concentration in this
solution was around 10−3 ng/mL. The negative group was
prepared using a similar protocol without adding N-protein.
Capacitive Sensing. When an electrode is immersed in an
electrolyte solution, charges will accumulate on its surface, and

Figure 1. Conceptual illustration of the sensor, measurement system,
and N-protein capturing. The sensor is prepared based on an MEA
chip modiﬁed with the aptamer. The impedance analyzer provides an
AC signal for stimulating microﬂuidic enrichment and also measures
the capacitance change from the sensor. Trace N-protein as a
biomarker from SARS-CoV-2 is recognized and captured by the
aptamer. Interface capacitance sensing coupled with the microﬂuidic
eﬀect enables real-time and sensitive detection.
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Figure 2. XPS survey spectrums for the MEA surface characterization. (a) Spectrum on an electrode surface before aptamer modiﬁcation. (b)
Spectrum on an electrode surface after aptamer modiﬁcation.

ions, the applied force on the N-proteins can be at least 1000
times greater than on ions in the same solution. DEP force is
expressed in eq S2 in the Supporting Information, in which it is
also determined by the electric ﬁeld strength. As a result, the
applied voltage is an important parameter determining DEP
force on the N-protein particles.
Sensor Preparation and Test Procedure. In this work,
the MEA chips were commercially supplied (AVX Corps’
KYOCERA 418K), which are commonly used as surface
acoustic wave (SAW) crystal oscillators. The MEA chip,
measuring 5 × 3.5 × 1.5 mm in size, was packaged in a
rectangular ceramic chamber covered with a cap, as shown in
Figure S3a. After removing the cap, the aluminized electrode
array on the base as shown in Figure S3b could be
functionalized. The sensor preparation is described as follows:
(1) the MEA chip was soaked in acetone for 15 min, rinsed
with isopropanol for 10 s, rinsed with DI water for 10 s, and
dried with an air gun; (2) the chip was treated with ultraviolet
light for 20 min to increase the surface hydrophilicity; (3) the
aptamer (2.5 μM, 10 μL) was dropped into the chamber; (4) 5
h later, 6-MCH (1 mM, 10 μL) was added, and the chip was
blocked for 3.5 h; (5) the chip was washed with 0.1× PBS for
N-protein detection. To verify the capability of target
recognition, two types of dummy sensors were prepared for
control experiments. One was the MEA chips modiﬁed with
the nonspeciﬁc single-stranded DNA, and the other was the
MEA chips without any aptamer or DNA. Both types were
blocked in the same way as the functionalized sensors so as to
keep a similar surface topography as the functionalized ones.
For sensor preparation, the aptamer was ﬁrst modiﬁed with a
(−NH2) group at its 5′ end. After incubation, the aptamer
could self-assemble on the aluminum MEA surface through the
binding force between (−NH2) and aluminum. Here, the
binding force mainly has two mechanisms: chelation and
electrostatic adsorption. The (−NH2) group with lone pair
electrons can coordinate with most metals providing vacant
orbits, so the aptamer links with aluminum through chelation.
Because the neutral solution of 0.1× PBS is not so conducive
to amino protonation, the electrostatic adsorption might be
weaker than coordinate. For 6-MCH, it can bind to the MEA
surface via Al−S bonds by means of ligand exchange, similar to
the chelation between (−NH2) and aluminum. Meanwhile,

the counter-ion layer is then induced near the surface. An
interface capacitance is formed by a so-called electric double
layer (EDL) due to the separation of charges at the interface
between the electrode and the electrolyte.34 This solid−liquid
system is equivalent to a circuit, and the total capacitance is
composed of the bulk and interface capacitance. Because the
bulk capacitance from the whole solution remains stable, the
output capacitance is only aﬀected by the change from
interface capacitance. According to previous investigations, the
interface capacitance at the picofarad level can work as an
ultrasensitive indicator of trace adsorption on the electrode
surface.35,36 In this work, the MEA chip is functionalized by the
aptamer and blocker as shown in Figure S2, where the
thickness of the total dielectric layer is composed of EDL and
the self-assembled aptamer layer. When N-protein particles are
captured by the aptamer, the interface dielectric layer will
become thicker, and the interface capacitance will become
smaller as deduced in eq S1 in the Supporting Information.
It is characteristic of electrolytic capacitors to yield slightly
diﬀerent capacitance values even when measuring the same
device at diﬀerent times. Considering that the sensing process
produces only a few percentages of change, this small variation
could lead to uncertainty in the detection results if the absolute
capacitance is used. An optimal strategy to eliminate this
variation is to utilize the change of capacitance normalized by
its initial value. In this work, the change rate of normalized
capacitance is deﬁned as an indicator of N-protein adsorption
in a detection duration.
Microﬂuidic Enrichment of N-Protein. For rapid
detection of trace analytes, eﬃcient target concentration or
sedimentation remains a great challenge. In the past decade,
the strengths of microﬂuidics for target enrichment have been
shown.34,37,38 Owing to the simple and single device without
pumps and microchannels, alternating-current electrokinetic
(ACEK) eﬀects are competitive for manipulating and enriching
nanoparticles in dozens of seconds.39−41 Among the three
ACEK eﬀects of AC electro-osmosis (ACEO), AC electrothermal (ACET), and dielectrophoretic (DEP) forces,42 DEP
force has been demonstrated to be dominant when the targets
are as large as proteins.37 As DEP force is proportional to the
particle radius to the third power37,41,43 and the radii of
proteins are at least 10 times larger than those of common
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Figure 3. Bode plots for electrode surface characterization. (a) Phase angle spectrums and (b) impedance spectrums of the electrode−solution
system from 100 to 105 Hz.

XPS survey spectrums obtained on an MEA surface before and
after aptamer modiﬁcation, respectively. In Figure 2a, the
element of aluminum (Al 2p) as the electrode surface material
is clearly observed before functionalization. However, aluminum can hardly be found in Figure 2b after aptamer
modiﬁcation, indicating a good coverage by the aptamer.
Rather than carbon (C 1s) and oxygen (O 1s), the element of
nitrogen (N 1s) as a characteristic organic element should only
be from the aptamer in Figure 2b. There should also be some
residual elements from the PBS in which the aptamer was
diluted. For example, sodium (Na 1s), chlorine (Cl 2p), and
phosphorus (P 2p) are accordant with the characteristic peaks
from Na2HPO4 and NaCl, the components of PBS. In Figure
2, two main lines of silicon (Si 2p and Si 2s) are denoted,
which are considered to be from silicon dioxide of the quartz
substrate. Their signiﬁcantly reduced peaks after aptamer
modiﬁcation indicate the existence of the aptamer layer on the
substrate. In conclusion, the XPS spectra demonstrate a
successful surface functionalization by the aptamer.
As an eﬀective electrical method to describe the change on
electrodes, Bode plots from 100 to 105 Hz are presented in
Figure 3. As shown in Figure 3a, there is a signiﬁcant hysteresis
on the phase angle spectrum after the aptamer is immobilized
on the electrode surface, which is considered to be caused by
the thicker dielectric layer with the aptamer than a single EDL
above the electrode surface. After blocking, the phase angle
does not change anymore because the dielectric layer does not
become thicker, although it is patched with smaller blocker
molecules at the sites among the aptamer molecules. As shown
in Figure 3b, the impedance modulus becomes signiﬁcantly
larger after aptamer immobilization, which is especially
noticeable at low frequencies. This clearly indicates the lower
conductivity of the solid−liquid system due to the coated
nonconducting aptamer layer. After blocking, the impedance
modulus changes little, similar to the trend of phase angle. In
conclusion, both the changes of phase angle and impedance
indicate a good modiﬁcation by the aptamer and blocker on
the electrode surface.
Dose Response and Sensor Calibration. The transient
normalized capacitance from target N-protein in 0.1× PBS was
ﬁrst acquired for performance evaluation for this sensor. A

there should also be some physical adsorption during both
aptamer and blocker modiﬁcation via van der Waals’ force.
After the aptasensor was prepared, 10 μL of the analyte was
added into the chamber. The sensor was then connected to an
impedance analyzer (Tonghui, TH2829.C) in the parallel
measuring mode as shown in Figure 1. An AC signal of 100
mV and 100 kHz was applied to MEA when the capacitance
was continuously recorded within dozens of seconds and the
change rate of normalized capacitance as the response was
subsequently calculated. Every sensor was used once, and every
concentration for analysis was tested three times to obtain an
average response unless speciﬁcally stated. For body ﬂuid
samples, all detection should be ﬁnished in 2 h at room
temperature after the samples are prepared. Otherwise, nonnegligible microbial growth might aﬀect detection. Using
dummy sensors, the sample test procedure was the same.
Test Condition Determination. To realize a successful
N-protein detection, frequency and voltage are the two key
parameters of the applied AC signal. According to previous
research, 100 kHz is a suitable frequency for this type of SAW
chip to maximize the DEP force. Under this frequency, the
DEP force has been veriﬁed as positive toward the electrode
surface.29,37,44 To regulate the DEP force for N-protein
particles, the applied voltage as a key parameter for testing
should be optimized before detection. According to the
positive correlation between the voltage and electric ﬁeld, a
higher voltage will contribute to stronger DEP force, while an
excessively high voltage may lead to premature saturation of
adsorption and even nonspeciﬁc adsorption. Therefore, a
proper voltage is needed to make a signiﬁcant response but
inhibit adsorption saturation. The voltage optimization is
shown in Figure S4 in the Supporting Information, deciding
the applied root-mean-square (RMS) AC voltage of 100 mV
for N-protein detection.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characterization of Functionalized MEA. The aptasensor was developed based on an MEA chip after aptamer and
blocker modiﬁcation. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
and electrical tests were performed for the characterization of
surface coverage by probe molecules. Figure 2a,b shows the
2815
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Figure 4. Dose response (10−2 to 10−5 ng/mL) from N-protein in 0.1× PBS. (a) Transient curves obtained in 30 s. The transient capacitance
normalized by its initial value at 0 s was continuously measured. (b) Sensor calibration. The red symbols represent the response from the
functionalized sensors (with the aptamer), and the green and orange symbols are from dummy ones (without the aptamer or with scrambled
DNA), respectively. Every dot is from the averaged triplicate responses, and the bars are their standard deviations (STDEVs).

Figure 5. Selectivity tests for the aptasensor. (a) Response comparison between N-protein and six interferences. Here, the abbreviation of NP
represents N-protein. The background is 0.1× PBS, and the interferences are PGN, PDGF-BB, IgG, AB, SP, and HT. The concentration of every
analyte is from 10−5 to 10−2 ng/mL. (b) N-protein detection in 0.1× PBS mixed with IgG, PDGF-BB, and SP. The concentration of N-protein is
104 ng/mL, and the concentration of three interferences is 10 times higher. All the tests were performed in triplicate with the averaged responses
and their STDEVs.

series of N-protein concentrations were tested, from 10−5 to
10−1 ng/mL, increasing by 10-fold. After an investigation of the
response range, the upper limit was set to 10−2 ng/mL
according to the adsorption saturation,34 as shown in Figure S5
in the Supporting Information. In Figure 4a, the normalized
capacitance changing with time was continuously measured in
a duration of 30 s, forming a set of transient curves with
diﬀerent slopes. We observed that the curves ﬂattened after
around 10 s, and too long a duration did not yield a better
response resolution. To obtain a more signiﬁcant readout in as
short a duration as possible, we chose 15 s as the sensor’s
response time so as to meet the requirements of point-of-care
tests.
The response is deﬁned as the change rate of normalized
capacitance (%/min), and it is exactly the slope value of the
transient curve in Figure 4a. Least-square ﬁtting was used to
get these slopes in this work. Then, dose response was
determined, as shown in Figure 4b, in which the negligible
response from dummy sensors (without the aptamer or with

scrambled DNA) are presented to verify the aptamer’s target
speciﬁcity. The dose response yields a semi-log linear
relationship, that is, y (%/min) = −20.21−2.76 lg x (ng/
mL), with a squared Pearson correlation coeﬃcient, R2, of
0.997. Here, we deﬁned a cutoﬀ line (y = −5.33) by three
standard deviations from the background toward the positive
response (with negative values).45 Then, the LOD of this
sensor in 0.1× PBS was obtained at the intersection of the
calibration curve and cutoﬀ line, which was 3.16 × 10−6 ng/mL
(3.16 fg/mL). According to the results in Figure 4b, this sensor
provides a good semi-log linear dose response, and the LOD
reaches an extremely low level.
Selectivity of N-Protein Detection. As a crucial ﬁgure of
merit for a biosensor, the selectivity of target N-protein
detection should be investigated. In this work, six interferences
were tested (PGN, PDGF-BB, IgG, AB, SP, and HT) as
introduced in the experimental section. The ﬁrst four
interferences may exist in the body ﬂuids, and SP is another
structural protein found in the SARS-CoV-2 virus. As for HT,
2816
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Figure 6. N-protein detection in practical matrices. (a) Dose response in tap water, pooled human serum, pooled human plasma, and human saliva,
together with their calibrations. All tests were performed in triplicate presented with the average responses and their STDEVs. (b) Saliva test using
throat swab collected samples. Two groups both of 9 samples were tested for negative and positive veriﬁcation.

The detection results are shown in Figure 6a, where the
recalibration is performed for these dose responses. The slope
of four calibration curves is from −2.35 to −3.13, and R2 is
from 0.938 to 0.997, reﬂecting similar response characteristics
of the sensor compared with those in standard PBS. The LODs
of N-protein in tap water, serum, plasma, and saliva are 9.62 ×
10−6, 1.82 × 10−6, 2.16 × 10−6, and 1.26 × 10−6 ng/mL,
respectively, all of the same level. According to Figure 6a, the
concentration in practical matrices may have a deviation of 10
times from that in standard PBS if the calibration equation in
0.1× PBS is used. Because the practical matrices for detection
have been at least 1:1000 diluted using the raw samples, this
deviation will not cause a wrong diagnosis in practice.
Certainly, precise detection can be achieved if the corresponding equations for special matrices are adopted. In conclusion,
this investigation conﬁrms the reliability of this sensor applied
with diﬀerent practical matrices of both environmental and
clinical samples.
Because throat swabs are mainstream tools for sample
collection in SARS-CoV-2 screening and diagnosis, the sensor
performance needs to be evaluated with the throat swab
collection method. Here, two groups of samples were tested,
and each group contained nine saliva samples collected via
throat swabs. The negative group was from healthy volunteers,
and the positive group was constructed by spiking N-protein
into the same samples with a theoretical upper limit of
concentration at 10−1 ng/mL. The protocol for sample
collection and spike can be found in the experimental section.
These two groups were used to simulate real samples from
uninfected and infected individuals. Before the ﬁnal test, these
samples were immersed and diluted in 0.1× PBS (with a
dilution factor of 1:100) to reduce the nonspeciﬁc adsorption
mainly from large microorganisms. Therefore, the directly
detected samples corresponded to 10−3 ng/mL.
In Figure 6b, the dots in the clusters were quite separated
compared with the values of certain concentrations obtained
from previous bodily ﬂuid samples, reﬂecting a much larger
standard deviation in the current test. The cause may be the
inconsistent volume of samples collected by throat swabs as
well as the probable inadequate dissolution of the saliva from
the swabs. These factors are unavoidable when assays and

it is for verifying the sensor’s speciﬁcity when diﬀerent
positively charged alkaline proteins (N-protein and HT) are
tested because there is a weak natural aﬃnity between nucleic
acids and these proteins. The response comparison is shown in
Figure 5a, where all the interferences produce little responses,
much smaller than that of N-protein in the full range. Among
the nontarget responses, the largest one of −4.19%/min is
from PDGF-BB at 10−2 ng/mL, which equals the response
from N-protein at 1.57 × 10−6 ng/mL calculated by the
calibration equation. Therefore, this sensor has a high
selectivity of 6369:1 (10−2 ng/mL: 1.57 × 10−6 ng/mL).
Because multiple interferences presented in the collected
samples are common in practice, they should be considered for
sensor applications. Here, we constructed a complex medium
containing IgG, PDGF-BB, SP, and N-protein to investigate
the sensor’s performance in the presence of multiple
interferences. The concentration of N-protein was 10−4 ng/
mL, while three interferences were all 10−3 ng/mL. As shown
in Figure 5b, although the medium with multiple interferences
as the background produced a higher response than in 0.1×
PBS, the positive response from N-protein was very similar to
that in PBS. The reason might be related to the competitive
adsorption of the target N-protein compared with the
interferences. The aﬃnity between the aptamer and N-protein
should be much larger than any other particles. When there are
N-protein particles, they will occupy the sites on the electrode
surface with priority. Therefore, the interferences have little
impact on the result. Considering the one-tenth concentration
of N-protein compared with the interferences, this positive
response demonstrates an excellent selectivity of the
aptasensor in the presence of multiple interferences.
N-Protein Detection in Practical Matrices. For practical
SARS-CoV-2 detection, environmental and clinical matrices
are both of special concern. In this work, tap water, pooled
serum, pooled plasma, and human saliva are used as four
diﬀerent practical matrices. Following the protocol introduced
in the experimental section, the initial N-protein spiked
matrices had a concentration of 10 ng/mL, which is a typical
concentration in clinical blood samples from conﬁrmed
patients.30 Then, the spiked samples were diluted to obtain a
series of concentrations falling into the sensor’s linear range.
2817
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biosensors are used in practical applications, and Figure 6b
illustrates their impact on the test accuracy. Even so, there are
distinct response regions for the two groups in the ﬁgure, with
a cutting line at the response of −5.0%. In fact, the simulated
N-protein concentration of 10−1 ng/mL or lower in the
positive swab samples was approximately 1/10−1/100 of the
threshold for SARS-CoV-2 infection conﬁrmation. The
detection result demonstrates the sensitive recognition of
trace N-protein by the sensor even after a 1:100 dilution.
Therefore, this sensor has a good applicability for diﬀerent
sample collection modes.

■
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CONCLUSIONS
To date, the dominant techniques for SARS-CoV-2 determination are PCR-based RNA sequencing methods, which are
time-consuming, complicated in operation, and costly. As an
alternative, the advantages of using N-protein as a target
antigen in fast and direct diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 infection
are becoming apparent. Utilizing a speciﬁc aptamer for
recognizing N-protein from SARS-CoV-2, an MEA-based
aptasensor has been developed by employing solid−liquid
interface capacitance as a sensitive indicator. The variation of
this capacitance is at the picofarad level, leading to a high
resolution of the readout. As a feature, microﬂuidic enrichment
is integrated with the capacitance acquiring process,
independent of extra equipment or treatment for preconcentration. Also, because of eﬃcient enrichment, ultralow LODs
of nanograms per milliliter level are achieved in 15 s in various
matrices. Another merit of this sensor is the linear range of
10−5−10−2 ng/mL, which is quite wide but lower than the
clinical diagnostic threshold, allowing dilution steps for
subsequent detection and analysis.
Using diﬀerent types of environmental and body ﬂuid
matrices, the performance of this aptasensor is validated. After
high-factor dilutions, the LODs and calibrated curves are both
consistent, making the sensor applicable for known or
unknown matrices without recalibration. Moreover, the saliva
collected by the throat swab is detected in addition to the body
ﬂuids collected by routine sampling methods. The positive
group can be accurately recognized with the N-protein
concentrations at around 10−1 ng/mL or much lower. Owing
to the capability of detecting ultratrace N-protein, this sensor
can be used for raw samples without culture or ampliﬁcation
and shows potential for screening asymptomatic carriers or
individuals at the presymptomatic stage. Based on a
commercial MEA chip, the cost of this sensor is controlled
below 1 U.S. dollar, and the sensor can work as a disposable
device. In summary, this aptasensor and the associated test
strategy provide a low-cost and practical solution for label-free,
nonsequencing, real-time, and large-scale screening and
diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 contamination and infection.
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Figure S1. Stripes from a sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)
for the recombinant N-protein. The molecular weight was tested to be 75.3 kDa, with a purity above
95%. All the information was provided by Cellregen (Beijing) Life Science and Technology Co.,
LTD.

Figure S2. Schematic of the sensing mechanism based on the change of dielectric layer. The top
figure describes the initial dielectric layer on the aptamer modified electrodes and the random Nprotein in the solution when AC signal is not applied. The bottom figure describes the changed
dielectric layer caused by the adsorbed N-protein when AC signal is applied. Here the purple eggs
represent NP particles, the multicolored arcs is the aptamers, and the green units represent the
blockers.
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Description for Figure S2. Before AC signal is applied, the initial dielectric layer on the aptamer
modified electrodes is composed of the thickness of EDL and aptamer layer (DEDL + Dapt). At this
time, the NP particles are suspended in the solution with a Brown motion. When AC signal is applied
in the test duration, the NP particles are driven directly toward the electrode surface by DEP force,
and captured by the aptamer forming an adsorbed layer on it. As a result, the dielectric layer
becomes thicker composed of EDL, the aptamer layer and NP layer (DEDL + Dapt + DNP). The
interface capacitance is directly related to the dielectric layer thickness, and the thicker layer causes
smaller capacitance according to basic dielectric theory. In this work, this capacitance was employed
as a sensitive indicator to reflect the tiny change caused by NP adsorption.

a

b

Figure S3. The microelectrode array (MEA) chip for sensor preparation. a The encapsulated (left)
and cap removed (right) MEA chips with the model number of KYOCERA 418K (AVX Corps). b
SEM picture of the MEA chip with interdigitated electrodes.

Description for Figure S3. There are various kinds of microelectrode arrays (MEAs) working for
biosensors, most fabricated by micromachining or semiconductor process. The most available
processing lines are based on silicon substrate, providing low insulation in electrolytes applied with
an AC signal of 100 kHz. Also considering the sensor cost for batch applications, the commercial
surface acoustic wave (SAW) chips with a quartz substrate were adopted. The package dimension
of the chip was 5×3.5×1.5 mm, and the inside aluminized interdigitated electrodes were of 2 μm in
width and 1.5 μm in gap. There were 130 pairs of digits in a chip, and the overall area of the
interdigitated electrodes was 910×210 μm in contact with solution. The small scale of the MEA
helped to stimulate the DEP force under a relatively low voltage. Another merit of the MEA chip
was the ingenious ready-made chamber for holding the liquid sample with a precise volume of 10
μL. This MEA chip was compact, firm against cleaning, and provided a competitive price below 1
S-4

US dollar containing bio-functionalization.

Figure S4. Optimization of the voltage for test. Under the applied voltage of 50, 100, 150 and 200
mV, NP in 0.1×PBS was tested all with the concentration of 10-5, 10-4, 10-3 and 10-2 ng/mL. The
lines of dashes represent the fitted slopes of two dose responses under 50 and 100 mV.

Description for Figure S4. Since the frequency of 100 kHz for test, the media with similar
conductivities to 0.1×PBS and the target size of NP were invariable, the test voltage as the final
factor was investigated before sensor calibration and application. In Figure S4, the overall trend of
absolute response vs. voltage is positively related, which is reasonable according to above
discussion. Whereas, it is noticeable that the saturations occur at higher concentrations when the
voltage reaches 150 mV and 200 mV. Then the practicable voltage is better not to be higher than
100 mV. For the two available voltages of 50 mV and 100 mV, the response prominence is important.
According to the figure, the absolute response at 100 mV is significantly larger than at 50 mV. On
the other hand, the fitted slope at 100 mV is steeper than at 50 mV, indicating a better resolution
among different concentrations at 100 mV. As a result, 100 mV was selected as the optimized
voltage for NP detection.
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Figure S5. Dose response for determination of the dynamic range. The background is 0.1×PBS, and
the NP concentration is from 10-5 to 10-1 ng/mL. Every concentration was tested three times to obtain
the average response and its standard deviation. The response from dummy sensors without aptamer
modification is provided as a control for sensor performance evaluation.

Description for Figure S5. Different from the response from background and dummy sensors, the
response from target NP has steps against the concentration gradient in the range of (10-5 ~ 10-2
ng/mL) in Figure S1. So this sensor products a semi-log linear range up to 10-2 ng/mL. However,
the absolute value of the response at 10-1 ng/mL has a dramatic decrease instead of a continuous
increase. At the same time, the STDEV at this concentration becomes larger, verifying that the target
adsorption saturation occurs according to the previous research [1-3]. Essentially, the response
defined as dC/dt (%/min) equals to the fitted slope of the transient curve. When the target
concentration is too high causing an adsorption saturation, the transient curve becomes more flat
with a smaller fitted slope (absolute value). The larger STDEV is considered to be caused by the
saturations with different degrees. Therefore, the linear range of this sensor is determined to be (105

~ 10-2 ng/mL).

Equation S1.
∆
_

=

_

_
_

=

−

÷
Eq. S1

=

In Eq. S1, 𝐶

_

is the initial interface capacitance of the solid-liquid system, 𝐶

the interface capacitance after NP adsorption, and
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∆
_

_

is

is the normalized capacitance variation

to reflect the NP adsorption. 𝑆 is the effective surface of the interface capacitance. Assuming a
negligible change before and after NP binding, 𝑆 remains a constant during the detection. 𝜀 is the
permittivity, and 𝑑 represents the thickness of the dielectric layer, both with the subscripts of EDL,
apt and NP, representing the electric double layer, aptamer and NP, respectively. According to the
expression in Eq. S1, normalized capacitance change is demonstrated again to be negative.

Equation S2.
𝐹

= 2𝜋𝜀 𝑟 𝑅𝑒[𝐾(𝜔)]∇|𝐸

Eq. S2

|

The DEP force, FDEP, can be given as Eq. 2 [4], where ɛm is the relative permittivity of
suspension medium, r is the concerned particle radius. Re[K(ω)] is the real part of Clausius-Mossotti
factor and K(ω) is Clausius-Mossitti factor given by

K () 

 p   m
 p  2 m

where ɛ*m is the composite permittivity of the suspension medium, ɛ*p is the composite permittivity
of the particle, and ω is the electric field angular frequency. Re[K (ω)] is limited between -0.5 and
1. |Erms| is the electric field strength in root mean square value.
As expressed in Eq. S2, DEP force is proportional to the particle radius to the third power. As
a result, DEP force should be the dominant effect rather than the other ACEK effects due to the
much larger particle size of NP compared with other particles such as ions. As for the interferences
even larger than NP such as the whole virions and bacteria, they are easy to be removed by
centrifuging before detection. According to previous investigation, the applied voltage to the
electrodes inducing the space electric field has a positive correlation to the DEP force [1, 3].
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